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Speaker and TV mounts, stands, selectors and wall plates.

OmniMount' budget mounting kit Put yourself in a sweet spot-add our mounts
and stands to home theater audio
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OmniMount AB2. Ideal for satellite and
surround speakers. Works with most
makes and models, Tilt -and -swivel design
to position speakers for best sound.
Supports up to 8 pounds. For wall or
ceiling mounting. Includes hardware.
Black #40-2087, White #40-2088

Metal wall brackets

Great for surround speakers. Each bracket
can support up to 50 pounds. #40-150

Speaker selectors

4 -way speaker selector. For
up to 4 pairs. Rated 100
watts/channel. Accepts up to
14 -gauge wire. #40-244

IIII2 -way speaker selector. For two
pairs of stereo speakers. Select one
pair or both. Mounting tabs. #40-132

Home theater wall plates
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Great for custom installations with in -wall wiring
Feature gold-plated binding posts to assure reliable connections. All fit standard
single -outlet electrical wall box.

(1) 100 -watt in -wall stereo volume control. Ideal for multiroom systems.
10 -step rotary control. #40-987

(2) In -wall mono volume control. 10 -step rotary control. #40-993

(3) Audio/video wall plate. Three gold-plated, color -coded RCA jacks. #40-990

(4) 8 -terminal speaker wall plate. For up to 4 pairs of speakers. Accepts up to
14 -gauge wire or banana plugs. Ideal for use with RadioShack Megacable. #40-992

(5) 4 -terminal wall plate. For up to 2 pairs of speakers. #40-983

(6) 2 -terminal wall plate. For 1 pair of speakers. #40-982

(7) Speaker wall plate with 4 pushbutton terminals. For 20 to 14-gauge wire.
#40-988

RadioShack speaker mounts and stands are a perfect match for our home theater
in a box systems, but they also enhance any home audio system. Our mounts give
you the freedom to put speakers almost anywhere on walls or ceilings. Plus, our
adjustable stands let you raise mini speakers up to ear level, where you will hear
them best.

Mini speaker mounts and stands

Universal wall and ceiling mounting kit
OmniMount 10.0 Series. Virtually invisible mounts let
you put speakers almost anywhere on walls or ceilings.
Omnidirectional design lets you position the sound
precisely. Holds speakers up to 10 pounds. Includes
hardware, easy instructions. Black #40-2096, White #40-2097
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(8) Mini speaker wall mount. Fits most Bose speakers, as
well as many other popular brands. Holds up to 2% pounds.
Includes mounting hardware. Black #40-2100, Gray #40-2101

(9) 5 -pack of mini speaker mounts. (Same as above.) Five
mounts let you put two front satellite speakers, a center -channel
and two rear satellites almost anywhere! Perfect complement to
our home theater in a box systems! Gray #40-2102

(10) HTS2 satellite speaker stands. Include adjustable
mounting plates for larger speakers. Height adjustable from
31-48". Conceal speaker wires. Set of two. #40-2106

(11) Satellite speaker stands. Perfect for home theater in a
box speakers or satellite -sized speakers. Stands adjust from
30-40". Designed to help conceal unsightly speaker wires.
Low -profile styling will fit almost any decor. Set of two. #40-2105

TV wall and ceiling mounts
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(12) Small TV wall/ceiling mount. Great for a bedroom, kitchen or office waiting
room. Holds 9-13" TVs. Supports up to 88 pounds. Includes cable management
system. #16-3710

(13) 19-27" TV wall/ceiling mount. Ideal for home or office. Durable, high-grade
construction supports up to 132 pounds. Cable management system. #16-3711

(14) LCD TV fixed wall mount. Slide -together quick -mount kit safely and easily
mounts an LCD TV to a wall. For 10-30" screens. Holds up to 40 lbs. #16-3712

(15) LCD TV flexible wall mount. Cantilever design and arm extension give you
maximum flexibility for adjusting and viewing your LCD TV. High-grade construction.
For 10-30" screens. Holds up to 35 lbs. #16-3713

See page 122 for quality speaker wire.


